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Melvyn Bragg : Hello,"When true genius appears in the world,you may know him by this sign,that dunces are all in confederacy against him",so said Jonathan Swift,many people's choice for a genius himself.But what does that word really mean? Are geniuses born or made? And what are the circumstances necessary for the great leaps of consciousness that inspire the developments of science and art? Is it the old 99% perspiration  and 1% inspiration,or something the other way around.With me to discuss the quality of genius and the nature of inspiration is Arthur I Miller, Professor of History and Philosophy of Science at University College London and author of "Insights of Genius",also with us is Juliet Mitchell,psychoanalyst and author of "Madmen and Medusas",and Michael Howe,Professor of Psychology at Exeter University,and author of "Genius Explained".
Arthur Miller,Albert Einstein said of his discovery of Relativity,quote,"There's no logical path to these laws,but only intuition,supported by the sympathetic  understanding of experience." What do you think he meant by intuition there? Is that another word,as it were,for genius?

Arthur Miller : Well,intuition is a much-used,much misused term I should say,by intuition,one means, and Einstein indeed discussed this point,that intuition is the sum total of past experiences.It seems as if great discoveries burst forth from his head just like that in an "a-ha" experience,but that's not the case.It's the case of a great deal of thought,a great deal of work that went into erm...his thought beforehand,a great deal of conscious work.

[There is more on intuition in wotlogic.html @xoom -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : But a lot of people do a great deal of conscious work and a lot of people do a great deal of conscious thought,but they don't discover what Einstein discovered.

Arthur Miller : That's right,you can work as a physicist,you can work 7 days a week,24 hours a day,and still not produce works like Einstein did,similarly for artists,similarly for musicians,I'm thinking of Picasso and Mozart,in sports the cases are manifold,you can play football 7 days a week,but not be a Pele.There is something that is inborn in these people,there's no doubt about it.Just as there can be physical freaks like the elephant man,for example,there's no reason why you should consider it to be amoral or unethical for their to be mental freaks.It is a fact that no matter what race or creed you are,we're not all born equal mentally.

[If we go off a Gaussian curve,then on average most people will be of course "averagely intelligent" there will thus be extremes of sub intelligence and extreme intelligence just as John Allen Paulos shows in Paulos2.html @xoom with respect to Test Disparity.It maybe that there is even difference by race or culture,and that different societies exhibit different traits.However "intelligence" cannot really be objectively measured,and whilst by comparison and individual may be wide of the centre point,someone else in another culture might not be judged by the same ideas of what intelligence means. Thus Einstein seems great to us,but I doubt that he'd seem so remarkable to tribal people's who have different value systems -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : When Einstein said that intuition is not logical,does he mean more that it's counter to common sense?

Arthur Miller : Well,the word...the term "common sense" is often...is also often misused and misunderstood.By  "common sense" one means the common sense of heavier objects fall faster than light ones,for example,and indeed they do,but it took Galileo for example,after several thousand years from Aristotle to abstract to worlds in which there are vacuums in which all objects fall at the same acceleration,regardless of how much they weigh,and our common sense is then redefined by means of Galileo and Newtonian science,is redefined again through discoveries of Einstein and Relativity that space and time are relative,and then redefined again with discoveries in quantum theory,that atomic entities can be wave and particle simultaneously,something that's unimaginable,at first counter intuitive and later on becomes intuitive.Science is a way of continually redefining the notion of intuitivity.

Melvyn Bragg :  So when you look at science,before I come to the others,you see that's a useful map from which to read,and get a bearing on the nature - if it exists at all - of genius,because of these...er first of all because of the counter-intuitive nature,so it it is almost entire...it is entirely to do with imagination,it's against common sense.Louis Wolpert's written very emphatically about that.

Arthur Miller :  I entirely disagree with my colleague Lois,but.....

[Of course it is against common sense.Common notions exist about many physical principles,and the common conception is invariably wrong. The Sun does not orbit the Earth but many think it does,the Bernoulli effect is a surprise to most people,as is the Chaos exhibited in essentially deterministic equations.In all of these common sense would suggest one thing and science shows that it is something else.This is because science is not a nominal cultural pursuit,but the specialisation of a few trained minds,thus the common or popular notions have not been subject to rigorous testing,and thus can harbour misinformed ideas.Intuition suggests that the Sun orbits the Earth,based on long experience of observation.The idea that the Earth is moving is very counter-intuitive,since most people expect motion to provide the impulse felt when a car starts,and they wonder why they do not "feel" the Earth in motion.The lack of sensing of motion suggests it is the Sun that is moving,and thus the scientific view is counter to the common intuition.What could be more counter-intuitive that Quantum Physics -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Well,as he isn't here to disagree with you,we'd better it on one side there.But partly because we can look at theories that have come strongly forward.Michael Howe,where do you think these intuitions come from,that Professor Miller has been discussing.

Michael Howe :  I think they come from all kinds of places,any kind of experience.I think what sometimes happened,is that ideas,as it were pop into someone's mind,and they seem,as it were,to come out of the blue from nowhere,but as Arthur said,they never come except in people who are tremendously well-prepared,who've been mulling over these things for a long,long time.

[Apparently the arrangement of atoms in a Benzene molecule came to Friedrich Kekule in a dream, and WR Hamilton had a "galvanic spark" of  inspiration in order to produce the idea that  required not number triples but "quaternions".No doubt both had been "mulling",but the point of delivery of the idea happened when the mulling had ceased and the mind was otherwise occupied.In Kekule's case he was asleep,and in Hamilton's case he was taking a stroll,it seems as if the birth of new ideas happens under a kind of elastic tension that is wound up by thinking,and then catapulted into reality by leaving the problem alone at a conscious level.Under Quantum theory's view of the brain,it maybe that the catapult point is "the collapse of the wave function" when probabilities become actuality -LB]

I think I disagree with Arthur in saying that the fact that geniuses are special means that they are born with something special.Certainly they are very different,but I think to some extent it's possible that one can,out of a result of all one's experiences,end up being remarkably different from anyone else. But to assume that must have been there from the beginning is possibly wrong.

Melvyn Bragg :  Why d'you.....? Why do you demur at the idea that people can have uniqueness in their minds ,when they have uniqueness in their fingerprints?

Michael Howe :  Oh they certainly can have uniqueness in their minds,but not all that uniqueness in a sense, has to be a starting point.Yes people are born different,but I don't think that means they have to be born different in ways that in any sense sort of guarantees or provides a blue print that somehow at the time of birth you can select he will be a genius,she won't be a genius [Be careful we live in PC days of equality of the sexes -LB],and so on and so forth.

[This is the nature/nurture debate again.Experience has defeated my assumption that everyone has potential,some people are gifted and others not.This does not mean that those not amply supplied with grey matter at birth cannot strive to greatness,but perhaps it will be a harder struggle to attain the same achievements,much as an athlete would outperform me physically.Having said that if a person with potential is not given opportunity to exploit their gifts and amplify them,possibly someone born with less capacity could overtake those that are merely by doing the mental equivalent of a work-out.
 I know that I was born with some abilities,and I could have been less capable than now or more so depending on how much effort one puts in,and what social environment one is in that allows opportunities. I think it's fairly obvious that both contribute - nature and nurture -LB]

I think what happens after birth is tremendously complicated and tremendously unpredictable,and I rather doubt we'll ever be in the state of affairs where you can look at someone's pattern of genetic materials and say,"Yes there's the genius in the future,and there's the non-genius".

[I agree.Da Vinci is taken to be a genius,and his capacity in many realms of thinking,art,design and so forth seem to suggest that he had many gifts.However,at that time there was very much less to know, and so maybe we make much of people like Da Vinci in hindsight because nowadays one cannot be skilled in many things as there is so much more to all the fields of pursuit.Does this detract any,or does the genius of being ahead of his time still shine through in Da Vinci's case.Would he still be lauded today,or is there a historical gloss put on such people?
 I also think Michael is right not to be genetically reductionist about this.Does our view of what genius is change over time? Or is it constant? If it changes then it can't be a "genius gene" -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  But could you not track it back there? We're trying to get at the idea of genius,and you're very heavily inclined to say, "Look," as it were,"this is to do with the life you lead,this is to do with life experience,the things you build up" .To summarise extremely briefly that wonderful phrase of Newton's,how did he arrive at the theory of gravity,"by thinking on it continually",but if we are unique,if each person is unique,and if a lot of person get near the ideas,as we see quite clearly in science,but don't actually click on,isn't it the genetic uniqueness that might make that infinitesimal difference,that means that you get or you don't get,is that not a component is all I'm asking?

[What I've noticed from listening to Mel,is that he is obviously an educated man,and obviously concerned and intrigued by the sciences,though schooled in the arts. I might suggest that had Mel been chosen for greatness in the arts,the road to scientific fame would have been forever cut off from him by virtue of his upbringing or route through his schooling,even though his mind may have been up to accommodating scientific principles.So Mel might have been a scientific genius,but the notions of science might appear foreign,and one is thus "retarded" in those ideas. I have to say for one so retarded,Mel does an exemplary job of dealing with foreign subject matter.In this sense,pertinent environment and training might allow an inherently able person to be brought forth,and inappropriate training may stifle someone who was made for greatness elsewhere.This is exemplified in "Dead Poets Society" when Knox Overstreet playing Puck in a Midsummer Night's Dream is chastised by his authoritarian father for being a wastrel and bothering with plays,when he is supposed to be following the doctor/lawyer route. Someone's educational "heart" must be in what they are doing,and if they are pressured into other arenas a potential genius in a field could be lost -LB]

Michael Howe :  I think it's in the range of things that are possible,but I would say not necessarily true.I think.....I think one can account for these differences in alternative ways.I don't think for example you can draw any clear dividing line between say geniuses and non-geniuses.

[It's possible that eccentric or unorthodox behaviour or attitudes is a representative sign.Spike Milligan and Salvador Dali are alluded to in "Focus" [Feb 94] as being eccentric,and both produce works heralded as being innovative and considered -LB]

I mean if you're trying to rank the worlds greatest soccer players,there isn't some point at which you can say "Yes these are the really exceptional genius one's and these are the ordinary ones",there's more of a  gradation,and I think.....

Melvyn Bragg :  Yeah but I can say Pele's a genius and you're not!

Michael Howe :  Yes you can,but I mean....

Melvyn Bragg :  On...in soccer.

Michael Howe :  But if you rank everyone,where do you put Beckham? [In the trash can -LB] Where d'you put someone else.I don't think they fall into sort of natural neat categories.

Melvyn Bragg : No ,but that's why science is quite a good map,because people do arrive at things in science.Newton "arrived" at his theory,Darwin "arrived"...so that's a better map than football [I'm so glad you said that Mel! -LB].We've heard quite enough about football to day anyway! [I'm glad you said that too! -LB] It's a better map than football.Juliet Mitchell where do you stand? [On her legs mostly -LB]

We seem to be getting towards and intuition versus experience,almost the old thing, perspiration/ inspiration argument.Can you give us your resume of your position on that?

Juliet Mitchell :  Well I would agree with Arthur that intuition is accumulated experience [I think it's fair to say that one projects on the strength of what one has discovered so far,and seemingly one does this "on auto pilot" after a while,and thus seem to demonstrate a flair or unconscious ability -LB].But as he was talking, I was thinking about...it's had slightly interesting history in the last 30 years.About 30 years ago it wasn't the good word it is now,it was rather applied to women, not to men,you know "Oh women are intuitive,they're really good with children" etc "because they've got....",and then if you pressed it,perhaps it was because they'd got experience,but really it was something to do with feminine soul or feminine character.It's become a good term,relatively recently,it used to be opposed to intellect,which men had ,as it were.Now it's seen to be part of the scientific enterprise,part of the creative dimension,the imaginative dimension [See gravity.html @xoom],in particular science I think and of genius.So I'm interested in that shift,because certainly it....the...the adaptation or the adoption perhaps I should say of intuition for genius has not gone along with the adoption of finding an awful lot of women geniuses,of course there are some,but it has remained predominantly a term used of...you say it's ethnically diverse,it's not really very ethnically diverse,nor is it very gender diverse,it's still slightly the monopoly of a white Western population,and historically to...

Melvyn Bragg : But it's a white Western population that's left us a lot of evidence,so...it's useful to look at that...

Juliet Mitchell :  It is.

Melvyn Bragg :  I mean I agree it's partial,and I agree it doesn't apply multi-ethnically,it doesn't apply globally,it does apply across genders as much as it should,but it is a bag of evidence,and we can put our hands into that bag and get things out.Now what do you get out? You for instance...would you say Freud was a genius....I know you're...you've made enormous studies of Freud....

Juliet Mitchell :  Well I would.

Melvyn Bragg : ....and if so,can you tell us why you think specifically that you've come to the conclusion that he's a genius?

Juliet Mitchell : Okay,I could...I can do that,I want to say though that I'm slightly going against what I think is important here,because what I think is....

Melvyn Bragg : Well I don't want you to do that....

Juliet Mitchell : Okay,okay!

Melvyn Bragg : ....I really don't,I'm not encouraging you to go...

Juliet Mitchell : So,what I think is....

Melvyn Bragg : ...what you think is important,please say,because we'd all like to know!

Juliet Mitchell :  I think we have an historically specific idea of a genius which does come from the last 2-300 years,from....your quotation of Swift is about,sort of on the cusp of deciding a genius is to do with the individual.Before that,I think we can look back retrospectively and of course see Galileo and St Augustine or whoever it might be as a genius,but I think the concept was slightly different before that.Even the term was different.I mean it...genius in Shakespeare's time meant much more..the particular quality of something...like the genius of the place,or his genius was rebuked as Mark Anthony's was Caesar,you know there's something special about you,which wasn't exactly the same quality of imaginative persistence beyond what in Arthur's words "common sensical" to see something anew.I think genius is seeing something anew,that you....

Melvyn Bragg : And being the only person to do it at the time?

Juliet Mitchell : Yes,at the time.I mean I just happened to turn on the programme on Humboldt last night and I was fascinated how he was eclipsed by Darwin,but in fact had seen something very new,which really has led to the sort of ecological studies we do now,but it was about plant geography etc,but it...so genius can get eclipsed by another genius that comes later,and becomes the dominant para...his becomes the dominant paradigm.

[If there is any aspect of dominance involved perhaps this explains why it has been a male dominated domain.I also think that if there is geography or culture involved then perhaps it is less likely an in born trait. Also the idea that one can be eclipsed,tens to suggest that celebrity status and being in the public eye play a part.It may be possible to be a genius but overlooked and not be known.But on the other hand,perhaps the works of geniuses are so fantastic that it catapults them to public attention by default -LB]
So I mean there are many hidden geniuses I suspect.So it is somebody who sees something special and different uniquely at that time.

Melvyn Bragg : Do you think we can see that in - to come back to the innateness - we'll move on to other arguments later in this discussion but,just to round this up,do you think that this can be spotted in early childhood?

Arthur Miller : Well,we have cases and counter-cases,Einstein for example was a total cipher when he was in the patent office,he was a middle level civil servant,struggling through a very difficult marriage,living in cramped quarters in Berne, Switzerland,and suddenly in...only in his late 20s did he become accepted  as a genius,and he sat...as we recall,he sat in the patent office from 1902 to 1909,four years past - Special Relativity.Looking at Mozart on the other hand,Mozart was...there's no doubt about it,I mean Professor Howe,I must say this that I totally disagree with you,that Mozart, you have to at least say he was a prodigy to have performed,to have composed the symphonies he did in 1764 and 1765 when he was 8 and 9 years old,which had new forms of chromatic variations, of changes of mood within sets,that was something totally new,this was done by an 8 or 9 year old child,and then I mean,well,there are signs that this person may well be...may well produce great pieces of work which he did.

Melvyn Bragg : Michael Howe,how do you evaluate those two..let's...those two examples,those two bits of evidence that Arthur Miller's given you?

Michael Howe : Mozart certainly was a prodigy,but I think you could really make a case that Einstein was a prodigy.He didn't do the kinds of things that were on display in the way that Mozart did.There wasn't anything that the outside world could see.But if you look at what Einstein was reading,I believe he was reading Kant when he was 12,and that kind of thing,he probably was very remarkable indeed. But then on the other hand you can easily point to young people who appear to have been totally unremarkable until well into sort of adolescence,like Darwin for example.Darwin seemed to be a very ordinary child,he very gradually got interested in Natural History,he became a little bit more systematic, a little bit more deliberate about it,and somewhere around the age of 20-21,one or two people started thinking of Darwin as actually being quite bright,although his family didn't have that perception until very late on.Eventually he did wonderful things,and then people said "Well maybe he bright after all",but there was never any early signs of it.

[Perhaps the early signs don't show because some people take a while to find their niche,and are born clever but it never shows until that cleverness finds its medium.Maybe the Mozarts are born surrounded by the means to vent what they're good at and are lucky,and others take 20 years to find something at which they can excel -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : So what do you draw from this though? I mean we seem to be....there are two lots of evidence here,very neatly put,there's been one completely contradicting...on the whole we have some people that we might...to whom - if we're going to use the word "genius" at all - we'll apply the word genius to them,who had reasonably ordinary normal childhoods,if anybody has that,and on the whole we have people who are geniuses who had extraordinary,quite remarkable childhoods,is there....can you draw anything from that? Or are you just....do you shrug your shoulders and say "This is an open-ended discussion and it's nice to go on the journey,but there's no end"?

Michael Howe : No indeed,I think that's the whole crux of the problem.I mean I don't think there are any specific defining qualities of genius,qualities of the person.One can talk about qualities of what they produce,their achievement,we can say they're more original,they're more creative,they're more clever than whatever,and I think when we call people genius,as I say in my book,what we're really doing we're not actually describing the person on the basis of anything we know about their measurable qualities,we are acknowledging,we are in a sense almost rewarding or providing an accolade,because we see this as a person who has done something,we think it is remarkable,it is creative,it is original or whatever,and we then find ourselves calling that person a genius.

Melvyn Bragg :  What's your psychological take on the idea of...the correlation between a childhood and genius,from the way you come at it,Juliet Mitchell?

Juliet Mitchell : Well, I think I want to say it's because we conceive of people having childhoods that we also conceive of individuals being geniuses.In other words it's not what type of childhood you have so much ,as the fact that we are so concerned with nurturing the child,that we can then...

Melvyn Bragg :  As a species you mean?

Juliet Mitchell :  As a..spe....as..as..as,well as,no as a particular Western group,in a sense at a time in history. If you think about say the Middle Ages,you think about people really being apprentices,and even Mozart in some sense is on that cusp between apprentice in the 18th century,between apprenticeship and and the individual childhood,I mean you're learning something taught by  the person who is the master builder or the master craftsman of whatever it might be.It's when we get childhood being so developmentally important,I think that we get allied with that the growth of this individual concept of genius.I mean genius has to involve achievement, it can't just be prodigy,I mean prodigy is something that's stopped short of genius.Genius has to be achievement.Now under sort of cultures of apprenticeship,we might take Chinese science or something like that,it's much more an apprenticeship model,Chinese art,more particularly in fact,you won't get so much the individual genius,as a group of people who produce extraordinary work,or a line of people who produce extraordinary work,Chinese artists at a certain period and things.But in the West,in the last 400 years,we've had this terrific emphasis on the child,and the individual child,and therefore we tend to think,"Well,what particular childhood has produced this person who has become a genius and achieved something?",and I think it's just childhood itself,we can't really say that's it's a particular way in which somebody was brought up or not brought up,or particular hardships,or particular gifts er..strengths that they were given in their childhood.It's the fact that we give so much attention to childhood that I think has led to this concept,and indeed in a sense the creation almost of the individual genius,rather than the line of gen...of people who are incredibly accomplished.

Melvyn Bragg :   Before we move on,away from the innate and intuitive,one more piece of evidence is this...the study of Einstein's brain in Canada,Sandra Whittlestone,an American neuroscientist found it had unusual characteristics,the parietal lobes which are concerned with mathematical ability for instance,were bigger than normal,and a deep groove that normally runs across the lobe was smooth,she thought that meant that Einstein's brain was predisposed to be good at mathematical concepts.Now is this...does this lead to the notion that well he was born with a brain like that? Or you have a different idea Michael Howe,but what's your first take on that Arthur Miller?

Arthur Miller : Well,lots of mathematicians probably have brains like that,I don't think it proves anything,maybe the groove was smooth because a lot of good ideas passed through,I don't know,but erm....

Melvyn Bragg : So you think it's a meaningless assumption?

Arthur Miller :  I think it's a meaningless assumption,it's the same sort of assumption that if you work hard you produce great pieces of work,which simply is not true.

Melvyn Bragg :  So the shape of the brain,the distinction of the brain compared with her control group which was very distinguished,very distinctive from her control group,this is of no importance in this discussion?

Arthur Miller :  Well,it's one more...well I call it one more tile in a mosaic that is creativity and genius,it maybe mean something,but it's not the whole story.

Michael Howe : No,I think it is significant,but I think that one is talking about how Einstein's brain ended up,and I think we have to be a bit careful not to assume that it must have in a sense,started life in that way,and there is all kinds of evidence suggesting you can get massive structural changes in bone...brain structure as a result of experience.I don't know enough about brains to know whether that could have been the case in the Einstein instance or not,but it certainly is possible with all kinds of changes.

Juliet Mitchell : I think you see,he could have had that brain as a child,let's hypothesise that he did,but he could not have....he could easily not have ended up the genius he definitely was.I mean people with severe pathologies often are brilliant mathematicians,but they're not geniuses,they're just incredibly good at maths,but can't communicate in other ways,and they're every isolated and autistic people,and things,so...

[Perhaps their isolation is part of why they are not a genius.No one gets to see what they do. On the other hand,seemingly perplexing abilities in those with "disorders",isn't the same as producing highly novel output. excessive artistic or mathematical skill is usually shown as an ability to mimic or reproduce accurately,or in the case of maths an ability to calculate almost like a sheer automaton.These abilities exceed "normal" capacities,but they are not novel or highly creative and inventive in terms of new ideas -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  It's interesting that you just,quite straightforwardly and emphatically say "Einstein is the genius that he was"....

Juliet Mitchell : Yes.

Melvyn Bragg :  You would...you will encounter,I'm sure you have encountered,scientists who would deny that one man,one person,one man or woman right,one person,can be responsible enough or intellectually capable enough to have done the big thing,the big one thing that changes the nature of science,be a Newton,be a Galileo,these people are the result of groups and movements going on,and if they hadn't done it,a 100 years later somebody else would have done it.What do you say to that notion that if they hadn't done it a few years later somebody else would have done it? Which is quite prevalent in the history of science at the moment.

Juliet Mitchell :  It might well be true,I can't say that's not true,because Einstein did do it,if you see what I mean,I mean I think there's often....I mean Freud,you asked me about Freud earlier,I mean he said that the thing that was given to him,was to understand that dreams had a meaning,and that that was the great stroke of luck,as he say it,that he had,was to have that particular insight,and that he would never do anything  as good as that,hadn't done it before,and wouldn't do it afterwards.That was his moment of real insight,and I think that's where I'm placing genius if you like,somebody has some real insight,that changes the way we see things...

Melvyn Bragg :  And you think that....?

Juliet Mitchell :  ...and I think there are individuals,sorry,I think there are individuals....

Arthur Miller : Yes it's a very interesting case that you mentioned there Juliet,concerning Einstein and Poincaré for example.Here are two geniuses,beyond doubt,faced with the same empirical data,yet they ...and they formulated the same mathematical theory for those data,yet Einstein interpreted the mathematical theory as a theory of Relativity,and Poincaré as a theory of the electron,and Poincaré missed the boat,and made the difference there was an insight was an intuition in a very complex meaning of that word,in which Einstein brought in the concept of visual imagery,of thought experiments, that's what made the difference,that's what broke the symmetry there.

[A highly novel view was the genius,I doubt anyone thought of sitting on a photon and seeing a "photon's eye view".It worries me to use the word "intuition" as it invokes all the "6th sense" notions of  determining without thinking or "just knowing" that are alluded to with respect of mothers who save their children as if their was some ESP between them,when it is more likely to be on the basis of thinking that too much time as gone by without checking on the child,or picking up cues from the environment,like no child's playing noises etc. I agree with Juliet that there is a sense in which the word was held to be the domain of the female,and now is used in association with highly novel thinking and has gained some kind of male dominated credence in the process -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Mmm.Do you think that individuals can make this....a difference to the extent that they can be called geniuses? That had they not done that,that would not have happened.We can see it in art more interestingly than science as it were,because we can say had Shakespeare not existed we would not have had Shakespeare.
[Yes but there's some dispute as to whether Bill was in fact one person -LB]
Now we wouldn't have known we'd not have had Shakespeare,but we wouldn't have...he alone could do that,although of course he was living at a time when he was faced with... he was educated...well we know all that,but still there was him,doing that,er... do you think that applies...do you think there's a distinction between art and science in that respect?

Michael Howe :  Yes because art by it's nature is more variable and there isn't a right answer,there isn't a distinctive answer.
[I think that's something of a misconception of science.Although there is something that one must accept,to some degree it is variable.A theory is judged only upon whether it works,or maybe whether it has aesthetic appeal to,but in essence it's whether it works.More than one theory maybe salient,and have a contribution to make.The only sense in which there is a right answer is that the universe is only one way,and not open to be interpreted by perceptions and personal views. Ultimately one theory will come out the winner,but during the time that theories are in competition,more than one may give suitable observations. The theory of planetary movement of Terra-centricity worked quite well as a "right" answer,even though it was replaced by a Heliocentric view,this latter view is of course "true",but the scientific laws that exist now are provisional.The big bang is a model,it may or may not be "the right answer",and I really wonder what one is supposed to compare it with to discern that it did in fact happen as science says.All that can be achieved is a confidence level in the model.The big bang is only "right" in the sense that it complies with all observations and experiments so far -LB]

In science I think it's more a matter if X hadn't been along,someone else would have had a similar pattern of ideas,maybe 20 years later,maybe 50 years later.

[I find it odd that these contributors think a number of decades need elapse before someone will uncover what an adept person was able to uncover at a particular point.If there is anything in the "in born genius" then it is quite possible that the requisite person,could already be around or be in the subsequent generation.I think the idea is that without the genius,it would take normal people some time to reach the same conclusion as the things would fall into the same places anyway.This somewhat removes the notion that a genius makes "novel" contributions that wouldn't have otherwise happened.I don't think it's obvious that Relativity would have happened without Einstein,not that decades need elapse before someone creates an idea similar to Relativity.Perhaps it's because of science's attempts to be objective,and thinking PI for example would be apparent to all alien cultures,even though it wasn't discovered until the Greeks did certain actions.It's not obvious that PI is inevitable,since one might have had a counting system like the Romans without place value,and it's hard to see how seemingly inevitable things can come about if no one is there to provide the novel insight such as "zero" or "place value" that clinches the progressive move forward -LB]

But I do think we have to remember that none of these people are in a sense,striking out entirely on their own,they're not absolutely,totally original,and to use a phrase which you've used,the idea of "giant's shoulders".All people who make major creative achievements,and to the best of my knowledge are very well prepared by knowing exactly what everyone has done before.They collect the information assiduously,and even the kinds of people who seem at first to be sort of working as sort of isolated geniuses,and example being for example,the Wright brothers,they...the sort of myth is that they were beavering away,they were these bicycle mechanics and suddenly they sort of hit upon the invention of powered flight. But if you look at the actual details of what was happening,they went to enormous pains to make themselves very well informed about what everyone else was doing,and it was only as a result of that,that they were certainly making a big contribution on their own,but they didn't do it all alone as it were.

Melvyn Bragg : You brought in the idea of dreams,Juliet Mitchell,can we talk now about [Benzene? -LB] inspiration in a way? And dreams do ...have played a part in that....well it has been recorded anyway, Coleridge's opium dream with "Kublai Khan",and the other week on In Our Time,we  were discussing the periodic table,and Medeleyev's dream about the periodic table and so on and so forth.What relationship do you bring between those two?

Juliet Mitchell : I'm going to have to tie that up with something I wanted to say in relation to the others,which is that,I think we're leaving out a very important component of what I think Arthur and I are certainly content to call "something of genius" in some people,and that is the ability to persist with looking at mistakes.Mistakes are terribly important in the work of a genius,that they recognise that something is not right with what they've thought,not just with what other people have thought,but what they've thought,and they persist with mistakes,and they treasure their mistakes,and work with those,so it's not just this nice inspiration and intuition,it's actually something...a dogged persistence with looking at the mistakes,going on with the....you know,through the mistake as it were,to the other side of the mistake,and I think inspiration in a way does come into that,and dreaming comes into that,because dreaming as I see it,as psychoanalysts see it,is really only another from of thinking,it's another way we think,it's a way that's not accessible to conscious thinking,it's an unconscious form of thought,of...where in a sense we sort of churn over what we've been thinking in the day or last month or even last year,but represent it to ourselves somehow in a different form,and because it is presented in a different form,when we then come to look at it and think about what we've dreamt about,we see something else in a different pattern,in a different shape.So dreams really give us a different way of looking at the same world.They're a different way of thinking the same thoughts,but they are...it is only a way of thinking,an unusual way of thinking,that's exactly what the genius needs,as it were,is that unusual way of thinking,so dreaming's extremely important for our geniuses,so to speak,because it's there that they can see there's another pattern to whatever it is they're looking at.There's another way of thinking about it,it's an alternative mode.

[I'm not so sure about this.It's true that dreams can or have played a part in novel ideas,but for most of us,perhaps geniuses too,for the most part dreams contain components or symbols or rerepresentations as Juliet says,but when we wake up,we can usually barely if at all recall what we have dreamed.I find it hard to see how a dream can be of benefit if one cannot recall what one has dreamed,or if one is unable to decipher the symbols.Indeed many books exist on decoding dreams and many contain conflicting ideas of what symbols mean,seeing a dream analyst has the same effect of having various interpretations. It's quite possible that dreams are a consolidation process or a way of handling aspects of life that the conscious mind has difficulty with.But alternately it could be that without any information to process the brain just cycles the information that is currently available.Tests with neural nets show that when the inputs are removed,the processing system reproduces partial patterns that existed during processing,in essence they are "dreaming",but they are not resolving conflicts or consolidating problems or "thinking in another way".All that is happening is that bits of the real information are being reproduced in an ad hoc fashion.It maybe that the brain such that it is,witnesses these partial patterns and attempts to ascribe meaning to them,rather as one sees faces and objects in clouds.They maybe mirages and not real thoughts,so it can be by no means taken for granted that dreams mean anything at all.It may also be possible that an analyst is seeing what they wish to see.If one takes a random pattern of bits,somewhere in that pattern it is possible for some similarity with a pattern that has been generated whilst processing,this does not mean that the elements in the random pattern are there because of the processing,neither can it be outlawed,but in both cases this isn't alternative thinking,it is not thinking at all.If we say that there is credence in dreams in terms of meaning,then we have to show that it is more than just coincidence that there is some correspondence between the experiences of the person and the dream.With predictive dreams for example (see innumer.html @xoom)  it is possible to think that there is some correspondence between an event and a dream on merely the potential to have events coincide,this does not mean that anyone predicted an air crash in a dream,but that they happened to dream of an air crash when one happened.Likewise arbitrary dreams may bear a passing resemblance to experiences of the person,this doesn't mean that there is any correspondence between the two.Given that dreams invariably fade quickly after waking up and at best they can usually only be partially recalled,I find it difficult to see them as useful sources of information.Having said that artists and musicians sometimes use random generators or algorithms as sources of inspiration and new ideas,and in this respect dreams would be no different -LB]

Arthur Miller : If I may continue on that?

Melvyn Bragg :  Absolutely,briefly because that was very well explained,and we've got lots of other points to cover,but yeah,yes,please do.

Arthur Miller :  Yes there is an interesting model of thought of problem solving,which is actually rooted in Poincaré of conscious thought,unconscious thought,illumination,hopefully that is,and then verification,and part of unconscious thought is dreaming,it's being...it's preparing the mind by hard work on a problem,and then some how or another things come together,there in parallel,yet interacting lines of thought,and very much in the William James sense of streams of thought occur. One has the great thought...Einstein's two great thought experiments for example,thought experiments by Bohr and Heisenberg.The genius is somebody who is able to bring together  fields that are apparently disparate,
[One definition of a genius I read,was someone capable of seeing connections where other people don't see them,which is essentially what Arthur just said.It is also possible for a complete idiot to connect things that are unconnected by seeing things that aren't there,and presumably this is where the idea that there is a fine line between a genius and a madman comes from.Perhaps madmen are just geniuses that the rest of us can't fathom because they are so out on a limb,or connecting too many seemingly disparate things together for it to seem viable? It's also ironic that Arthur should mention the "somehow or another things come together" in the same breath as the big names in Quantum Theory,because the "coming together" of myriad potentials into an actual thought can be conceived of as "the collapse of the wave function" in Quantum Theory -LB]

and somehow or another,through a great deal of preparation of course,the thought crystallises,out of that.

Michael Howe :  Can I just add,I mean the ideas of sort of Daniel Dennet the philosopher,sort of have a big bearing of course on what you're saying,and he has the idea of what one is aware of or conscious of at a time as being rather,a sort of rather....rather like a narrow beam of light,but one's mind or one's brain is doing a lot of work at any one time,but what one can be conscious of,in a sense,is only a small sample of it,and sometimes there will be in a sense,a shift in the direction of the beam,so that we suddenly sort of become aware of something else that our minds have been working on,and the impression to us is like an idea coming out of nowhere or possibly even coming out of a dream.
[It's also possible that no other processing is going on except that which we are conscious of,and at the point that something new occurs it genuinely "comes out of nowhere".In the Quantum sense it has been coalesced or coagulated from myriad possibility,and Dennet's light beam seems to be unaware of how QP suggests what is happening in a brain at a physical level.Moreover it seems to be semi-pseudoscientific in that it suggests that there are aspects of our conscious life that are going on of which we aren't aware.This sounds curiously like the kind of babble put forward by mystics in the view of the universe,that there are supernatural things going on that we are not aware of.
If we are not ware of them,they don't exist,by definition,and likewise if my brain is processing "invisible pink elephants" and I'm not consciously aware of it,in a sense I am not processing "invisible pink elephants".Of course there is the subconscious (or preconscious?),which in itself is a term used to describe a form of processing,that is rather like the operating system as opposed to the high level program in a computer.The operating system will affect the high level program at various points or perhaps be influenced by hardware "interrupts" which in a sense "come from nowhere" as far as the CPU is concerned,asynchronous transmissions which interfere with regular processing.Lest I carry the computer metaphor too far,as it has been superseded,I'd like to know how one "proves"that our brains are performing processing we're not aware of,and not genuinely being accosted or imposed upon by a new direction which takes over the current direction of the "light beam" or focus.It maybe that the light beam is all there is,but that thoughts have similar properties to the photons that make up the light beam,and in some sense are "in all places at once",and this is why we get the feeling of a "coming from nowhere" experience,as the myriad possibilities collapse in into actuality -LB]

That's not because our minds haven't been doing it,but because we are shifting consciousness in a way that is not totally under our control,and some people I think are sort of rather fluent at doing that. Their minds will go from one thing to another,and they have this illusion or this impression that somehow this idea suddenly came to them,but it never happens of course,unless someone...one person is very well prepared and has been thinking and mulling over a problem and so on and so forth,and when ever you get these stories of people having ideas that come to them in dreams or very sudden intuitions,they always tend to be people who have been working very hard and ruminating and thinking about things.

[The model supposed here is like a CPU waiting on data collected from satellites which sub process data before sending it back to the CPU,when the CPU then suggests "low pressure" for the weather there is a sense in which the CPU "wouldn't know" how it had come to reach this conclusion. If one sees that a star exists in potential form as nebulous gas,then there is a sense in which thoughts are undermined and not reliant on alternative processing in order to model the "Eureka" moment. The model here suggests that sub components are slowly churning through all the details and proffering up their sub-solutions for the main consciousness to tie together.The nebula model would suggest that in fact the conscious brain itself does not contract out thoughts or have a section which is unlit by the beam,but that at some point the gas cloud collapses into a star and that is the "Eureka"phenomenon,and that the vagueness is real,not a product of lack of conscious focus.The QP scenario would have no sub-components,but have that the way that the revelation occurred be a real product of the processing system,which we are not conscious of,because in essence the thoughts have not yet coalesced,but exist in a state of quantum uncertainty -LB]

The theory of Evolution would never have come to me for example,it only came to Einstein,er Relativity.

Melvyn Bragg :  Can I go,Professor Miller,to Emmanuel Kant,would you say that he in some way defined or began to define the way we now think of genius,and if so could you explain why?

Arthur Miller : Well I think he began...he defined certain methods which have led to great scientific discoveries,I don't think his definition of genius is something that is....that was far reaching at any rate.The point I'm trying to make here is Kant's discussion of visual thinking.There were two kinds of visual thinking,there is  visual thinking using visual images that we've abstracted from phenomena that we've actually witnessed in the world in which we move,those are called "visualisations" and then there's another kind of visual imagery called "visualisability" which is the readily graspable in the visualisation,it's the intrinsic properties of objects that exist,whether we see,that is to say...or make measurements on those objects or not.

Melvyn Bragg :  Could you give a couple of examples there?

Arthur Miller : Yeah,I think the best example...one of the good examples one can give of this is if you sprinkle iron filings on a piece of paper and then hold it above a bar magnet they will immediately snap into lines,what are called "magnetic lines of force",that's...that is a visualisability,that is a crude measure of the magnet,whether you make measurements on it or not.Then what one does it to abstract from that visualisability to magnetic lines of force which permeate all of space,which is what Michael Faraday did,and that is a visualisation.What happened in Quantum Physics is that this hierarchy,that is to say,a visualisation being higher than a visualisability had to be flipped around,because what you want to do in Quantum Physics is to....the great breakthrough made by Bohr and Heisenberg was to find the way to construct...to generate visual images of entities that are beyond your sense perceptions,because they're both particle and wave at the same time.

[I find it appalling that so many people carp at the inability of scientists in communicating complex ideas.In flipping this process on its head,scientists have literally "bent over backwards" to explain themselves.In Faraday's day if someone questioned lines of force permeating all of space,he could  use a bar magnet and iron filings to demonstrate the principle that he'd abstracted from. With QP one is in the position of having to make analogies or as Arthur says "generate visual images of entities that are beyond your sense perceptions". In this scientists have been remarkably capable.Shrödinger's cat for instance conveys the sense of what is happening at the quantum level and it's statistical but still deterministic capacities. Amazingly this still loses the common person.Only one conclusion can be drawn: the common person finds complex things extremely hard to understand,even to the extent that drawing them a diagram doesn't help.I can't see how scientists can do any more to explain themselves.It is incumbent upon the populace not to have complex ideas "dumbed down" -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  So then....

Arthur Miller :  That I think is the great contribution that Kant made,as Einstein put it,"Every scientist has his own convenient Kant",and that is the way that scientists interpreted Kant.

[I wonder though if Einstein had been heralded as a genius if he had not read Kant and exploited this process of visual imagery,and thus did what Poincaré didn't do? Perhaps geniuses are made when they read and take in ideas of other great people,and without Kant,Einstein would have been as Poincaré.If Newton stood on giants shoulders,did he still tie a novel knot in ideas he made use of,and did Einstein in making use of visualisation,nevertheless produce peculiar images that aided the creation of a theory? -LB]

Michael Howe : One of the reasons that I'm less than happy with Kant's idea that geniuses are very separate,very special,almost a separate breed,not just special in what they can do,but sort of inherently special,is that I think this in a sense,cuts us off sometimes from learning from geniuses.I do think that there's a huge amount that we can learn from the experience of geniuses,and the insights of geniuses,and yes geniuses are very different in what they achieve,but I think in the way they go about what they achieve,they are not so very different,and there's an awful lot of what they do that has relevance for ordinary people,and the more we learn about how geniuses do what they do,the more we can learn to do things ourselves,which obviously aren't so wonderful as what they do,but nevertheless maybe worthwhile. [It bothers me that there are Hitleresque "Ubermansch" overtones in what Kant is saying -LB]

Juliet Mitchell : I think....sorry....

Arthur Miller :  Well...

Melvyn Bragg :  Sorry,Juliet Mitchell...?

Juliet Mitchell : I think I want to sort of not exactly take issue,but to ask some questions about this visualisation and visibility,because I think it does privilege seeing,in your work generally,privilege is seeing in a way that I'm not sure I quite agree with.I think I want to privilege perhaps something we haven't discussed yet,which is modes of identification with the object one is looking at,and I'm thinking for example of the description that the scientist Barbara McClintock,the geneticist gave of how she worked.Now she did,as Arthur would say,she looked and she looked,I mean she looked down a microscope at her maize grains and maize cells and looked at the structure of those cells for God knows how many years,I mean but she looked down a microscope,but every so often she would go outside the lab,sit on a piece of grass,close her eyes and to me that's what she was doing,was sort of Wordsworth's "emotion recollected in tranquillity",she was having a time from which her intense active excited looking down a microscope,had to be sort of absorbed,and during that process of absorption,of assimilation as she sat with her eyes closed,she got in among her own - this is her own sort of paraphrase of her own description - she got in among the maize cells,to see the genetic patterns,and sort of became one,and thought,"Well,what would I do,if I were that maize...that germ cell in that maize,in what way would I go?", and it's this ability I think to have a very particular controlled - I'm not using it in a sloppy sense - but controlled form of identification of the object that you're looking at,that seems to me to be absolutely crucial ability,

[In those autistic people that have staggering abilities in such things as maths,notably this ability to be able to put yourself  "in other shoes",as it were,is notably missing.Perhaps this is why they are not geniuses -LB]

and to break boundaries,which again takes us back to our.....to inspiration and dreams,that what you do in that,is you break your human boundaries,and become identified with something other than yourself.

[Subject to my previous comments on dreams as "another form of thinking",I do think there is something in this. I have had a dream where I was able to fly by virtue of the fact of being a crow or at least as myself "in the crows shoes",and was thus able to experience a "crows eye view" of flying through a dark forest.Just exactly what this had to do with my everyday experiences or what it was helping me "assimilate" can only be guessed at,if indeed I was assimilating anything,and not just foregoing thinking,and enjoying a break to experience something I wouldn't normally be able to.It seems to me that dreams might also be functioning along the lines of the maxim "a change is as good as a rest".It was certainly one dream I was bale to recall when conscious,partly through being prompted by my wife who asked why I was slapping her whilst asleep,because my arms were flailing around mimicking wing beats! I doubt it had any correlation with an aspect of my waking life,and if someone did find such a correlation,it would be hard to tease it apart from some tenuous connection that they had formulated,as opposed to any actually relevant observation of a real connection -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : Would you like to respond to that?

Arthur Miller : Yes,the point I'm making with respect to Kantian notions of visual imagery is the great importance of visual imagery in scientific discovery,particularly in the German cultural milieu,in which most of the great discoveries were made in the 20th century,well the first third of the 20th century let's say.It jumps right out of the scientific papers,the terms...the German terms unschauen,and unshauleipfkreit (sp??) leap right out.People are worried about how to represent nature visually.Now you're quite right in what you said about imagining what it would be like to be in various situations,and indeed one of Einstein's great thought experiments,in fact the experiment....the thought experiment with which he begins the Relativity paper,are the experiences of two observers,one riding on a wire loop,and the other riding on a magnet,they're in relative motion,and he discusses how they interpret the process of how the...of how an electrical current is generated in the wire loop,and Einstein - the very first sentence in the Relativity paper -Einstein notes that contemporaneous electromagnetic theory leads to asymmetries that do not occur in nature.It's an aesthetic judgement that he's making,and he wants to relate the experiences of these two observers,and show a way that one can get rid of this particular asymmetry,which is a redundancy in explanation,and let me just make a short comment - that geniuses are able - in art and science - are able to make great advances by discovering new aesthetics.Picasso did it with cubism,Einstein did it in Relativity.

[Yes but in art no doubt it would be accepted that there is no "right answer" and to a certain extent a genius is dependent on their works being accepted as "great",in other words "valued",and if the works are not held in repute because an uneducated public "knows what they like in their wardrobe",a genius might be overlooked through affectations and value judgements,because the public criteria of value is not the same as that of say the art critic.In science it is easier to decide who has created a work of "value" because the criteria are less subjective. Or is a work of genius so readily apparent that it goes beyond personal ideas of what "good" is? Or is it "those in the know" that decide who is a genius and who not?
 Prior to now,the culture was such that Einstein was peddled as a genius in the media to a public still fawning at science and thinking that "the men in white coats know best".There is more cynicism now,especially with the media,and if someone was heralded as a genius,like as not,firstly there would be reason to reject the fact that the media was telling the public who to hold in repute ; a "says who?" attitude,and secondly because there is a distrust of science (see maddox1.html @xoom) and a scepticism of its pronouncements,I would have thought it that much more difficult for someone like Einstein to be adopted as a genius though media celebration.Indeed I have heard a lot of carping about Steven Hawking's ideas and of his status as a bright person,as if people resent him and his ideas.
To me there seems to be a cultural element to who is accepted as a genius,and also a requirement that the works of genius can be seen to be such by a public not necessarily skilled or educated in the field where those works are presented -LB]

They discover new forms of aesthetics and show that their are,so to speak,laws of nature,behind them, or new ways to see- in quotes "see" appearances....reality behind appearances.

[In science Relativity ought to be "a novel way of seeing the universe" not "THE way of seeing the universe".It might be true,it might not.Currently it accounts for some aspects of the universe,that doesn't make it "the reality behind appearances" -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Can I go to the last lap of this programme to talk about a commonly held view,that genius is akin to madness,and that these things have something in common? And you've written Juliet Mitchell about the great anxiety, (indistinct ) seeds creativity,and you've written about Freud's paper on Dostoievsky,in that direction,but can you just briefly tell us about the relationship you see between anxiety,stroke,into,perhaps one might use the word madness,and singular creativity that we're beginning to call genius?

[Nietsczhe apparently lost his mind through thinking,and this harks back to what I was saying before about the thin line between the two.Is it possible to become mad by thinking,and are those that are considered to be lunatics,or mentally crazy,geniuses stepped too far. In "Lila" Robert Pirsig details the condescending account of himself after being committed,by those in charge of the asylum.It is quite clear from his writing that he is a profound person,and thus having been in an institution,one wonders how close to the edge he steered.Had he tipped over permanently he would be reckoned a lot less than a genius and tagged "mad". His writing is very far from mad,and represents a formidable thinking mind.It is quite telling to think that such a mind could quite easily have been dismissed as crazy through some stepping over a thin line. Having seen a psychiatrist myself,I'm struck by the anxiety and type of subject matter that bothers those attending such clinics.Some are worried by small wars around the world,and the possible consequences,and become overly anxious about them.What is very telling is the amount of concern for events not local to the self. I have not enough experience to be able to suggest how profound or insightful such people are,and no doubt medical accounts would speak of people distressed by many complaints,but there does seem to be some evidence of a distinct type of thinking and being bothered or being concerned going on.This tends to suggest that thinking can be hazardous to your health.I think it can be if one does not maintain a sense of humour,and if one is profound,the mind is led to consider the infinite and infinitesimal or become self analytical,and perhaps sometimes this can lead to a tying of mental knots,rather as Dustin Hoffman in Rainman could not fathom "Who's on first base?" when in fact it was not a riddle. The inability to see that it was not a paradox ,in his case was due to a medical condition,but if one has a sense of humour (notably missing in Rainman's case) it would be readily apparent. 
You get so used to deception,
You make yourself a nervous wreck -Neil Peart-RUSH
   -LB]

Juliet Mitchell : Yes I think it does have to do with this question of boundaries.I mean we see the world in bounded terms,we have to in order to go on,and genius is going to cross and change those boundaries,we can call it as Arthur has just done "a new aesthetic" that results from it,because you're making new shapes,new boundaries,but that is also what happens in madness.You go through previously conceived boundaries,and it's very frightening.Madness is very very frightening until  you're right in it and no longer because that's where you are,so to speak,I mean you're just mad.But the edge of breaking through a boundary is one in which you feel extreme anxiety,and I think that any creative person,from just creativity right the way through to genius,I think there's a lot of creativity in everybody as it were,but at the those moments before somebody's is about to do some sort of creative act of some sort,and it can be anyone doing this,there's usually a high degree of anxiety,which has to be got through if the creativity is to come out the other side of it.
[Like birth pains -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  But how does this.....?

Juliet Mitchell : It's because of the breaking of boundaries.

Melvyn Bragg :   Sorry yeah,but how does this particularly - to stick to our last here - how is this particularly distinguished in the case of genius? Because you've generalised it,and I quite agree with, everybody's...dum de dum ,but we're talking about genius here,so what is the specific nature of it in regard of this conv....in respect of this conversation?

Juliet Mitchell :  Perhaps it's the ability to tolerate feeling absolutely awful for longer periods of time! [Heh heh, I like it,perhaps it is a sense of humour that keeps the person afloat and gives them a sense of perspective? -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Well lot's of people tolerate that. [But perhaps not all are breaking boundaries -LB]

Juliet Mitchell :  Well I think.....yes okay,I don't think it's....yes,that's ...that's quite true.I think it's perhaps then to use that in a different way,to use that anxiety,so that it actually does against.....allow you to see a new pattern,that you,in that anxiety,rather as in dreams,you see a new way of thinking, because your anxiety,in itself is like a type....a real anxiety,if you've ever had absolute real anxiety,it is like feeling mad,

[Pardon me,but without actually having been mad,how can you possibly say what feeling mad is like? Having been medically depressed,I can say with some credence that I know what it feels like to be depressed,regardless of what the trigger is,and it's distinctly different from "feeling down" or "having the blues" but having not been mad,I have no idea what madness feels like,and I doubt I will ever appreciate the feeling until such a time that I have experienced the condition -LB]

and to actually see that in that you see things differently,and I think that's what the genius can then pick up on.

Melvyn Bragg :  One of the things that happens in terms of intense anxiety,that I've had,and I think that I've read about is that actually you see things more narrowly.You often...your vision becomes tunnel vision,and there's a withdrawal,and a concentration,rather than an expansion and elaboration,but that might be a particular,and  I'm certainly no genius,but I think that's....I still haven't got to the point there,but Michael Howe what about you?

Michael Howe : I think in doing creative things people tend to move far from what is safe and secure,they go out on a limb,they do things which are very solitary,and also often the fact that they're doing things with remarkable intensity.Quite a number of geniuses.....Bertrand Russell is one who said "I was working so hard and so intensely at something that I literally made myself ill",and there's a nice description of Isaac Newton by a contemporary who says,"When he was working,he studied so hard that were it not for the fact that occasionally he'd have to give himself a rest to attend to the sort of practical aspects of his experiments,if it wasn't for that he would have sort of killed himself by study", and I think that sheer intensity and tension,combined with being very much on one's own,away from anything safe and secure,I think there are circumstances in that which are obviously circumstances not dissimilar to one's in which people have all sorts of mental difficulties.

[Mike Oldfield recounted that he underwent a kind of personal torture that was perhaps related to him shutting himself away creating music in an intense fashion. Ironically,the music created during this period is perhaps better than when he "Exposed" himself and attained a happiness that he felt comfortable with.The melancholia and manic aspects in the music are what make it what it is.Similarly if one reads the lyrics of Roger Waters, one might be forgiven that they were written by a mad man, and "The Wall" annotates the edge of sanity ridden by someone of profound thought or chronic sensitivity to social circumstances or the human condition.There is also the issue of how much recreational drugs are involved in "breaking barriers" and whether in fact they can allow highly artistic content to exist,such as William Burroughs,Phillip K Dick,the Beatles etc amongst others.It's possible that like Roger Waters one can be highly reactive against the orthodoxy and to use Pirsig's term be a "contrarian".In this sense geniuses might be contrarians though possibly not vice versa -LB]

Melvyn Bragg : Yes a sort of rather trivial thought comes at my mind then (indistinct),and that is to say,that one of the reasons why people at Newton's time had to work so hard is because they had to do all the computing themselves! (Everyone sniggers) And if they had machines working for them as we have,just like....and so on and so forth,maybe that hard work would not have been necessary,so is that hard work part of genius,or was it just part of the slog to get there on account of they didn't have computers.

[I think that's answered by the fact that no less work or intensity is involved with works of genius today when we have computers.In fact the use of computers renders perhaps another intensity - that of programming an idea.Notoriously programming can lead to no sleep,eating "on the hoof" and setting up camp around the machine. Computers do not diminish the amount of thinking involved in an idea, mainly because computers do not think,they just do legwork,and all it does is free up the mind to get to another intense level that much faster ,or even provide another means to intensity -programming -LB]

Michael Howe : I think people do find ways of making things hard for them and in a sense,people who like challenges seem to go for what's difficult.

Melvyn Bragg : Yes.

Arthur Miller : Well,anxiety means something is going wrong,and it seems to be the case that....

Melvyn Bragg :  Does it?

Arthur Miller :  Yeah,I mean....

Melvyn Bragg : Why? I mean anxiety...

Arthur Miller :  It means you're stuck,and that was......

Melvyn Bragg :  No,but that doesn't necessarily,I....

Arthur Miller :  ...well,I'm talking about the case of,for example Picasso,and Einstein,and also many cases of Poincaré as well.There are generally two campaigns in a piece of creative work.The initial campaign and then you get stuck,and then comes the breakthrough,and what happens with.....

[Is that true in art? -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  But if you have enough breakthroughs,you could actually say to yourself,"Gosh I'm really anxious,I'm in a terrible state,I can't.....I must be onto something".

Juliet Mitchell : Can I put it....? I think it's......and emptying out of the ego.

Melvyn Bragg : You know? So it could be very positive in that sense.

Arthur Miller :   Let's talk about an actual example,in the....

Juliet Mitchell :  Can I put it a different way?

Melvyn Bragg :  No,No let.....finish...and then...

Juliet Mitchell :  Sorry.

Arthur Miller :  In Picasso's sense he began (indistinct) d'Avignon  in March 1907,and towards the end of May,he was stuck he did not know how to proceed,and a key piece of information came to him, that was available to others as well,but he took advantage of it.Similarly with Einstein,Einstein was stuck also on the Relativity paper.We know that,and we know he had conversations with a good friend which snapped everything into place.Poincaré in his first great discovery of so-called Fuchsian functions proceeded also along those lines,yes.

Melvyn Bragg :  Juliet Mitchell.

Juliet Mitchell :  I think that anxiety has to do with the emptying out of the ego.That one feels anxious because one doesn't feel one is there,and one is completely overwhelmed by something,so the ego has gone,and that is in a sense,essential for creative work,of any sort,that we mustn't have too much ego if we're really going to see things anew,which is what creativity is.So I think that state of anxiety is a loss of our old ego,an absence of that in order to have a creative work in its place.

Arthur Miller :  Can you give examples?

Juliet Mitchell :  Er...Dostoievsky,as Melvyn has mentioned,and it's an easy one to do,epileptic fits,gambled all his possessions away,every time just before he had to start writing,that he had a fit,in which he didn't exist,he was like dead,he was sort of miming almost his murdered father,and so he was gone into death,and then he gambled away everything that he and his wife possessed,and had,and then he could write.

Melvyn Bragg :   Oddly enough I have heard it argued that epileptic fits are very close to creative acts,I heard the other day.I can't remember who....it was in a conversation...I can't remember who said it but it was argued very well,I didn't agree with it....argued very well.Michael Howe.

Michael Howe : I think there's also this interesting concept of flow,which the psychologist (indistinct) Hardy puts forward,and what he's essentially saying is that one becomes in a state where one is lost in the problem,and one is sort of totally involved in it,to the extent that the usual self awareness,ego states and that kind of thing seem to disappear,and that of course in some ways is rewarding [Like being lost in music -LB] and does seem to be necessary,and seems to be a big element in what's going on when a person really,as it were,"gets going" in their creative activities.

[You mean when the going gets tough-the tough "get going"? -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Do you think that this abnegation of the self finally,is a condition or do you think that's just condition in one sort of person,and it might not apply in the other?

Arthur Miller : From historical case studies,it seems to be important that...to go...to fall back into one's self,for the creative act to actually occur.You're by yourself,you're "intolerably alone" as Picasso put it. 
[That's perhaps what feeds the melancholia that is present in many works -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   Well,thank you very much.Thanks very much to Professor Miller,and to Juliet Mitchell and to Professor Howe and thank you very much for listening.

